
What is this bright futuristic
thing doing in my office? 

Zero food mile production.

Up to 95% less water consumption than
conventional farming.

Up to 90% less nutrient/fertilizer
consumption than conventional farming.
 
A massive increase in yield compared to
conventional farming.

Up to double the growth rate of
conventional farming. 

You’re looking at Uber's very own hydroponic
vertical farm! Each farm can grow 72 plants
simultaneously, using LED grow lights and
hydroponic nutrients. If you pop the lid you’ll
see that there’s no soil, with the plants
growing in nutrient rich water. By growing
hydroponically, you can grow fresh herbs and
leafy greens indoors – with the environmental
benefits of:  

What do I do with this farm? 

It's yours to harvest as you need! Take
cuttings of herbs and leafy greens and eat
them with your lunch to provide a fresh kick
to otherwise boring meals. Or, grab a paper bag
and cut some herbs to take home for dinner. 

You can even scan the QR code on the farm to
get an idea of what’s growing, get some inspo
for what you can cook with them, and even vote
on what you want to see next! 

Herbs

It is best to harvest your herbs when
they are established and healthy. Let
your seedlings reach 10-15cm tall before
harvesting. Harvesting your herbs too
early can lead to poor growth and
unhealthy plants.   

How do I harvest these
cuties?

Always cut your herbs with sharp,
clean scissors, as pinching or tearing
the stems could damage the plants. 

Snip off the portion you need at the
stem, just above a set of leaves. Be
sure to leave enough for the plant to
keep growing. 

Pick the leaves off your cut portion. 
 
Enjoy! 
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Leafy Greens

When your leafy greens are about
15cm tall, they should be ready to
harvest!  

Always cut your plants with sharp,
clean scissors, as pinching or tearing
the stems could damage the plants. 

Snip off the portion you need at the
base of the plant.  

Enjoy! 
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